
MORE SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS. MORE PERFORMANCE.  
MORE MULTISOURCE®.

Tired of waiting for fly ash from a single source? Get a 
responsive, consistently reliable supply of fly ash and other 
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) from Charah® 
Solutions. For a continuous supply of high-quality Class C and 
Class F fly ash and other sustainable materials for concrete 
products, you can count on our MultiSource® materials network 
that includes nearly 40 nationwide locations with international 
sourcing and distribution. Our broad lineup of fly ash and other 
SCMs for concrete production now includes our new MultiCem™ 
slag cement. MultiCem, produced by grinding granulated blast 
furnace slag (GBFS) from the steel-making industry, significantly 
improves cement performance and durability at a higher 
replacement rate than other SCMs.

YOUR COMPLETE SOLUTION 
Our complete SCM product lineup gives you the product and 
sourcing advantages you need to stay ahead of the competition.  
It includes:

Concrete producers demand the quality that Charah Solutions 
fly ash brings to every project, with all the advantages of added 
strength, durability, increased workability and improved finish 
product quality in both the hardened and plastic states. 

All of our SCMs are available continuously to you through our 
MultiSource materials network, a unique multiple sourcing 
distribution system servicing the U.S., Mexico and Canada.  
This ensures that you have the fly ash and slag cement you  
need when you need it and where you need it. 

We have the dedicated staff and the product availability to keep 
you supplied. And you can be sure that we maintain close, always 
in-touch communications with our utility partners in order to 
optimize distribution to every one of our concrete customers.

MULTISOURCE MATERIALS NETWORK 
Our logistics support also includes our national network of barge, 
rail and truck service for quick and reliable supply across the 
country. We are known for excellent quality, safety and on-time 
delivery – all supported by our Charah Solutions sales and service 
team recognized for their unrelenting customer service.

   Class C fly ash
   Class F fly ash
   MultiCem Slag cement
   Bottom ash

   Gypsum
    Integrated Gasification  

Combined Cycle (IGCC) slag
   MultiPozz™ pozzolan
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MULTICEM  
SLAG CEMENT

DECREASED COSTS. INCREASED  
DURABILITY AND QUALITY.  
Our MultiCem slag cement can be added in the production of 
concrete and cement for added strength, durability, improved finish 
and consistent performance. It can be used at higher replacement 
rates than some other SCMs, reducing your overall cost as well  
as the overall carbon footprint. 

Our new, versatile technology allows for rapid development of 
MultiCem slag cement and pozzolan across our MultiSource 
materials network to supply concrete producers when and where 
demand is highest – at a reduced cost. Our MultiCem slag cement 
ensures you have a consistent supply of slag cement without 
having to resort to higher cost resources.

YOUR CHARAH TEAM IS READY TO RESPOND
Charah Solutions offers concrete producers a deeply talented, 
experienced, and dedicated sales team to assist with technical 
expertise. We stand ready to help you optimize your use of  
SCMs – including fly ash and MultiCem slag cement.  

Just call on us at any time. We look forward to answering  
your questions and talking with you about how we always  
put Service Above All. For more information, contact us at  
877-314-7724 or visit charah.com. 

TOLL-FREE: 877-314-7724
PHONE: 502-245-1353
WEBSITE: charah.com 
EMAIL: sales@charah.com
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